**WOOD KIT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

PRIEFERT RECOMMENDS WEARING PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT WHILE INSTALLING THIS WOOD KIT

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**TOOLS REQUIRED**

Being a natural wood product, certain variations in grain, texture and coloration occur.

THEREFORE, Priefert includes one extra board.

This allows the most desirable pieces to be used. Boards can be flipped top to bottom which allows facing the more desirable side.

Prior to installation, lay-out boards and select the order & sides which provide best overall appeal.

**READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE BEGINNING INSTALLATION.**

**Step 1:** Using a phillips head screw driver and crescent wrench or socket, remove all bolts from the bottom channels where the wood will be inserted. Loosen, but leave the bottom bolt closest to the door attached in the channel. Separate the channel enough to begin inserting wood.

**Step 2:** Insert the first board with the grooved edge against the frame and tongue facing out. The grooved side should fit flush against the stall frame. Continue inserting boards, being sure to fit groove of each board onto tongue of previous board.

**Step 3:** The last “Full” board must have the tongue removed. Use a saw to cut the tongue off, then insert it into the channel.

**Step 4:** Butt all boards together, being sure the tongues all lock into the grooves. This leaves a small remaining gap to fill. Measure the width of this gap. Transfer this measurement to the final board.

**Step 5:** Be sure to measure the groove side of the final board and discard the tongue edge. This allows a smooth fit inside the frame of the stall.

**Step 6:** Rip the final board to the dimension measured, then insert this board into the gap.

**Step 7:** Reinsert the bottom bolts into the channel and begin tightening. Adjust the boards while tightening, allowing the channel to pull together.

**Step 8:** With a 3/8” drill bit, drill out the holes to replace the bolts in the upper holes of the bottom channel.

**Step 8:** Replace and tighten bolts at each of the holes in the channel. Repeat this procedure for all sections of the stall.

Thank you for buying a Priefert Wood Kit!
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READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE BEGINNING INSTALLATION.

Step 1: Using a phillips head screw driver and crescent wrench or socket, remove all bolts from the bottom channels where the wood will be inserted. Loosen, but leave the bottom bolt closest to the door attached in the channel. Separate the channel enough to begin inserting wood.

Step 2: Insert the first board with the grooved edge against the frame and tongue facing out. The grooved side should fit flush against the stall frame. Continue inserting boards, being sure to fit groove of each board onto tongue of previous board.

Step 3: The last “Full” board must have the tongue removed. Use a saw to cut the tongue off, then insert it into the channel.

Step 4: Butt all boards together, being sure the tongues all lock into the grooves. This leaves a small remaining gap to fill. Measure the width of this gap. Transfer this measurement to the final board.

Step 5: Be sure to measure the groove side of the final board and discard the tongue edge. This allows a smooth fit inside the frame of the stall.

Step 6: Rip the final board to the dimension measured, then insert this board into the gap.

Step 7: Reinsert the bottom bolts into the channel and begin tightening. Adjust the boards while tightening, allowing the channel to pull together.

Step 8: With a 3/8” drill bit, drill out the holes to replace the bolts in the upper holes of the bottom channel.

Step 8: Replace and tighten bolts at each of the holes in the channel. Repeat this procedure for all sections of the stall.

Thank you for buying a Priefert Wood Kit!

Being a natural wood product, certain variations in grain, texture and coloration occur.

THEREFORE, Priefert includes one extra board. This allows the most desirable pieces to be used. Boards can be flipped top to bottom which allows facing the more desirable side.

Prior to installation, lay-out boards and select the order & sides which provide best overall appeal.
SOLID TOP WOOD KIT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

PRIEFERT RECOMMENDS WEARING PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT WHILE INSTALLING THIS WOOD KIT

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS REQUIRED

- Phillips head screwdriver
- 3/8" drill bit
- Measuring tape

Being a natural wood product, certain variations in grain, texture and coloration occur.

THEREFORE, Priefert includes one extra board.

This allows the most desirable pieces to be used. Boards can be flipped top to bottom which allows facing the more desirable side.

Prior to installation, lay-out boards and select the order & sides which provide best overall appeal.

Step 1: Standing inside the stall, use a phillips head screwdriver to remove the bolts from the Access Plate. Remove top and bottom center support bolts.

Step 2: Insert first board, groove edge first, into the channel and slide to opposite side of stall frame. The grooved side should fit flush against the stall frame. Continue inserting boards, being sure to fit groove of each board onto tongue of previous board.

Step 3: The last “Full” board must have the tongue removed. Use a saw to cut the tongue off, then insert it into the channel.

Step 4: Butt all boards together, being sure the tongues all lock into the grooves. This leaves a small remaining gap to fill. Measure the width of this gap. Transfer this measurement to the final board.

Step 5: Be sure to measure the groove side of the final board and discard the tongue edge. This allows a smooth fit inside the frame of the stall. Rip the final board to the dimension measured, then insert this board into the gap.

Step 6: From the outside of the stall, use a 3/8” drill bit, to drill out the holes for the Access Plate. Reinsert bolts through Access Plate and tighten. Drill holes for top and bottom center support bolts. Reinsert bolts and tighten.

Thank you for buying a Priefert Wood Kit!